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CHAPTER I
Il~TRODUCTION

Origin and Purpose 0£ Problem
Hundreds of freshmen are entering Prairie View University each yeor , and most of them have a very poor background in English. Since many studios have o.lreody boon
ms.de dealing directly with the freshmen, I have turned my
attention to the high school toacherc , using the English
teachers in one Texas county as representative examples to
see if thoy_may be

in

any way responsible for the difficul-

ties of the students . The purposes of this study are as
follows :
l . To study the attitudes , abilities , and interests
of English teachers in this county .

2 . To determine whether the teachers e.i,e to any extent
responsibl e for the poor background of tho students .
3 . To suggest ways of improving the teachers ' per-

sonalities and, at the same time, the background
of their students .

Method 0£ Coll ecting Data
This study, dealing with the att1tuaes , abilities , and
interests of English Teachers in a certain Texas county,
and the background of the high school students in the same

county was a result of info1--mation collected by the vrriter

2

through interviews , questionnaires , and the study of al.ready collected data on freshmen English students or this
University . To secure these data, the author contacted the·
County Superintendent who furnished the names and rnt1ngs
of all tho Negro secondary schools in this county. Principals, supervisors and ovtstanding educational leaders gave
specific information concerning teachers empl ~yed throughout the county . The major part of the information used 1n
this study was gathered as n rosult of questionnaires mailed
· or delivored personally to individual teachers . The y,riter
has also read what reputable ,Titers had to say concerning
such to~ics as:

"Teaching English In High Schools , " "Se-

lection and Tenure of Teachers," "Evaluating Teaching Efficiency," ''Preparation and Cortifica.tion of Teachers , " "Tho
English Teachers ' Work," "Further Studies in Att.itudes ,. "
and othor topics relative to this study.
The Scope of the study
This study is a story of the thirteen English toaehers
in a certain Texo.s county, the name of \'Thich is withheld to
avoid embarrassment to the country and the teachers who, not
ontirely through their own fault, must at times be rather
pointedly criticized . The writer aims to call attention to
a condition which

is

certainly not peculiar to this county ,

alone, and it would not be fai~ to cast any undue rorlection either on the county or on the 1ndiv1duaJ teachers for
a condition which is apparently widesproad .

3

This study 1ncludos the position or title, ramil y
status, tcnuro,teacbing l oad . qual1f1cnt1ona , salary roce1vcd , major emphasis 1n class work, att1tude toward English,
student load, and favorite amusements of these teachers .
Table I shows the school s observed 1n th1s county .
They are designated as School

11

A" , the only accredited

school in the county , and School s "B" , "C" , "D" , "E", and
School s nA" and "B" are the only two offering the

"F" .

complete high school course . Students wishing to complete
thoir high school training usual ly attend School "A" or
l eave tho county.

TABLE I
HIGH SCBOOLS IN THE COUNi'Y

'' School ''
t

''

+

0

n

E

I•·

Taught

1-12

A

B

Grades

'

r

I-I~

I-I!
I-II
I- g
1- 9

'

'

Rating+

'

' Accredited '
I Onaccroa] tea '
1

Unaccre.:!Itecl '

1 0naccI"e0:! tea: 9

•OnaccrcaI Eea: '
Unsccr6d.!ted 1

1

Rated by State Department of Education .
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CHAPTER II
EXISTING CONDITIONS IN THE CURRICULA AND FACILITIES
IN THE IlIGH SCHOOLS OF THE COUNTY
In order to get a clear picture of the existing conditions of the ochool s of this county, each teacher was asked
three direct questions .

After the teachers had answered

the questions directl y , they were asked to state why they
answered the questions ao they did .

From the reasons given

by each teacher , certain conclusions could bo drawn about
the speech of tho students , tho English courses offered ,
and the library facilities in each school .

Purposively ,

each teacher was asked to state why she answered the three
questions as she did so that some hints of the teacher's
ability to express herself could be obtained .
The first question asked was:

"Is the language spoken

by students in the classroom different from that spoken on
the playground?"

Each teacher's answer was "Yes . "

The

following reasons for tho difference in speech are listed
exactly as they_were written by the teachers on the questionnaires .
1 . It is somewhat a matter of carl es3ness like
of self pratice and has not yet become a
part of the individual .
2 . Students i'n the classroom are more careful in their choice or words . On tho
playground they are slightly careless
unl ess a tencher is near .

5

3 . If the children have had the r1~.,ht instruction thoy try to impress the
teacher 1n the classroom while outside
they feel free with their associates .
4 . Children are careless and use language
they first learned at home . They tako
English as a formal thing to be used
only in clas~es .
5 . Probably work is memorized for recitation--not mastered for practical use .

6 . I insist that correct usage be used 1n
the classroom.
7 . The students are careless with tho1r
oral expression while on the playground .
8 . The cultivation of early speech habits
and environment tends to make ~layground speech differ from classroom
speech .
9 . Students are clas~room conscious .
On the playground it doesn' t matter
because everyone isn' t listening .

10. Speaking correct hasn ' t become a
part of the students . Students know
that all eyes are not focused on
them. Students wont take time in
choosing words .
11 . Children laugh at the mistakes made
1n the classroom and not much attention is paid to mistakes on the playground .
12 . On tho playground ehildren are more
natural and are incl ined to be
carel ess in speech because it ls
natural and easi er .
13. There was no answer given
13.

bl

teacher

\

Tho above statements may be summarized as follows:

6

Seven teachers believed that "Carelosanesf!" was the
greatest cause for this difference in speech.
Three teachers felt that correct speech was memorized
for class recitations but not mastered for practical
use .
One teacher felt that this difference in speech was
due to the stress placed on cor~ect usage in the
classroom.
One teacher said that this difference was due to
early speech habits formed nt hone .

Many of the sentences written by the instructors contained errors 1n spelling , word choice , grammar , punctuation, sontcnce structure , and capitalization . Exanples of
these errors are as follows:
Sentence one contains errors in spelling ; ncarelessness" and "prect1ce"
are the two words misspelled .
The worJ ttllke 11 is misused for ''l ack , " and there is
an error in punctuation .
sentence three contains an error in punctuation .
An error in grammar appears in sentence ten. Instead
of saying , "speaking correct hasn' t become a part of
the student , " she should have suid , "Speaking cor~
rectly. 11
The contraction "won' t" does not contain the apostrophe .
A number of the statoments , while containing no flagrant
errors , had that vagueness and inadequacy of expression
which results from failure on the part of a speaker to
reo.lize that details necessary for clear understanding of an
idea should be expressed by a speaker or writer and not l eft
to be supplied by the person addressed , through his own
ingenuity .

7

TABLE I I
RATING OF EHGLISH OFFERINGS AS IUDICATED BY THE
II?DIVIDUAL 11EAC1Ilms

English

I

CHOICE

Courses
'Fi!•s t: Second ' Third r Pour th I Flf th' Sixth' Seventh
Literature
' 2 1
1 r 2 ' 5
3 '
•
Essay ri tiM'
'
2
5
3
' 3 '
'
Debates
1
2
l
2
5
2
Grnmmar

'

8

l

2

l

t

,

1

t

Orel Conver- '
sotion
2
7 t'
2
'
Drruno.tics
Public-----:----:------=-~-.::.....--~
.,' 1 ' 2 ' 1
't
3
2
Speaking

'

2
3

6
t

6

4

Course Offerings
The cour3e offerings in many schools are very limited ,

but 11.mlted offerings in partlcular courses are not the only
reasons for the poor ba.ckground of pupils . One English
teacher might stress literature, another might stress grammar , still another might stress the ability to express one ' s

self effectively in oral conversation . No ono phaso of English is co~ploto within itself, but I feel that there are
some phases tbnt are more important than others . Therefore,

I have attempted to see

ht courses receive greatest stress

by the teachers in the county .

Toble II shows the rating of English courses as indicated by each teacher . Two tcncher3 felt that liter~ture
should be stressed above all other courses in Englir.h; one
folt tho.tit should receive second stress ; two, third stres1 ;

8

f 1ve, fourth stress ; nnd three , fifth stress . Essay writing,
the second course l isted , was cbo3en as second choice by
two teachers , third choi ce by five teachers , fourth choice
by three toachers , and fifth choice by throe teachers . One

person felt that debates shoul d be stressed above all other
subjects ; two felt that debates should receive third choice ;
one, fourth choice ; to , fifth choice ; five , sixth choice ;
o.nd two, seventh choice . Grammar was eho~en as first preference by eight teachers , second by one teacher , third by tr.o
teachers, fourth by one , and neventh by one . Oral convel'sation received n choice of first place by two toachera ,
second place by seyon teachers , fifth plsce by two , and
sixth place by

t10 .

Drnmatics received a count

or

ono as

third choioe , two as four.th choice , one as fifth choice ,
throe as sixth choice, 4nd six o.s seventh choice . Public
spenking received a choice of second pJnce by two toachers ,
fifth by three , sixth placo by six, and seventh place by
£our . From a su~ary of the above , the following order of
preference

ro~

all teachP-ra 1s 1nd~cated:

Grammar , first choice
Oral Conversation, second cno1ec
Essay writing, third choice
Literature, fourth choice
Essay W::.•iting , Literature , and Public Speaking, fifth choice
Public Spcaldr.g, six.th cho 1co
Dramatics , seventh choice.

no

teacher stressed debates encugh to en ble me to classi-

fy them in one of tho $Oven choices .
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TABLE III
MARITAL STATUS OF TEACHERS
Teacher ?~umber ' Married , Single
1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

Total

9

TABLE IV

AGE OF TEACHERS

-==
Age Ra1J8e

Nlll'lbor of Teachers

20- 29
30- 3P

4

40- 49

4

50-59

1

4

Pe~sonal Data of Teachers

.

The thirteen teachers included ln tbla study n.re all
female

and ero living in the county chosen ror this study .

~ost of thorn live in tho county seat and ,ork in the various ochools in the county .

. 10

Table IlI shows tho marital status of the teachers .
Nine of tho tP-achers are married, and one teacher has
children.
'l'able IV shows the age of the teachers . There a.re_ four
tei r-hers in each of the age groups :

twenty to tT1enty-n1ne ,

t'iirt;y to thirty- nine, and f 01.. t,y to fo1 ty- nine ; and one
1

teacher v.·ho is betv:ocn fifty and sixty years old .
111e prepnrat1on of the teachers is shown in table V•
.
Four teachers have tempo~a~y certificates , nine have bache-

lors degrees, and ~our have done advanced study beyond the
bachelor ' s degree .
TAHLE V

PRF!PARA'l'ION OF t1EACHERS

Teacher
Number

1

Temporary

Certificates

Advanced
Degr•ees

A. B.

A. B.

2
3

YJork
Yes

f . H.

4
5

Yes

s.

B.

A. B.

6
7

lo

Yes
Yes

12
13

Yes

9

11

'rotal

4

English·
La.jors
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yoa

Yes

Yes

•

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
OS

A. B. ,____Y_e_s_____Y_e_s_ _
9

4

10

Ten or the teachers are English ~jors ; two majored in
Education and minored in English, and one majored in Education and minored in Social Sciences .
To determine how the teachers spent their leisure timo,

11

thoy were asked to check the1r favorite amusements .
The play of an adult sometimes talces the form of
a hobby, such as fine cabinet mak:1ng , or engaging in
drama.tics or 11te-ro.ry work . t!1hen a person takes a
hobby so seriousl y that he is not content with
practicing it as a mere recreation, but constantly
strives to attain a high grade of proficiency and
takes pride 1n eJChib1t1ng his talent , then he is
reaching play or as high a l evel as thD.t of a
child . \'hen he plays merel y for recreation or
amusement his play l acks purpose and drops to a
lower level ; it 1s ror the moment only. 1

TABLE VI
FAVORITE HOBBIES OF TF.ACHERS
Ne.me of

Hobbies

Readi~
Danci!!S
rovies

'JF1rst •second'CHOICE
Th1rd ' Fourth
7 '
4
' l ' 1

Fifth' S1xth 1 Sevonth

f

t

f

t

'
'
S;Eorts
'
Conversation'

1

~ara: <'1ames

Music
Chinese
Checkers

1

''

2
2

1

t

'

3

'

'

4
5

f

'

'
'

'

'

1
·4

2

2

I

5

2

t

4

3

'

1

'

t

'

2

'

2-

f

"

~

•

'
'

4

'

'

'

'

2
2

2·

t

1

iI

. ''

'

➔

'i

"

'
'
'
l

" 1

'

'
f

1

'

Table VI shows the teachers ' selections according to
choice . Seven teachers sel ected reading as first choice ,
two each selected sports and music , and one each selected
dancing o.nd Chinese C'l.eckers . Those hobbies receiving
second choice were conversation, 5 ; sports , 4 ; movies, 3;
and reading , 1 . Four teachers listed music as third choice,
three listed conversation , two l isted sports , reading ,
1 Wilber

P . Bov•en, and El mor D. iutchell, The Theory of
Organized Play. A. s . Barnes and Company, New York, New
York , 1921 . p . 197 .

12

dancing , and card games were listed by one each . Four
teachers each chose reading and sports as fourth choice ,

two each chose dancing and movies , three chose card games ,
and one selected conversation . Two teachers each choso
dancing , movies , cnrd games , and conversation as fifth
choice . Four teachers selected card gem.es as sixth choice ,
two chose dancing and one chose movies . Receiving seventh

choice were dancing and music , one each. From ·the above
choices the rollowing resul ts are shown concerning the
hobbies of tho teachers . Reading received first choice;
conversation, second choice ; movies , third choice ; read1~
end sports, fourth choice ; dancing , navies , card games ,

and conversation, fifth choico ; card games, sixth choice;
dancing and music, sevent h choice .

TABLE VII
COURSES TAUGHT DY TEACHERS
Tencher Number ' English Only ' Number of Other Subjects

1

Total

'

I

3

t

Average

Each teacher was asked to state her attitude toward the
teaching of English because her attitude toward her job
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might aid or hinder he~ results . All of the teachers said
that they enjoyed teaching English.
Working Condi tions
Since ono ' s working condi tions can promote or retard
one ' s effectiveness in any undertaking , I attempted to
find out exactly under what conditions the teachers rere
working . Table VII shows the number of courses taught by
the English teachers . Of the thirteen teachers included in
this study, only three teach Engl ish only . 'fwo teachers
teach two other courses , one teaches four , two teach five ,
three teach six , one teaches seven, and one toachoo o1rht
other courses .

TABLE VI II
AVERAGE CLASS LOAD
Teacher Number ' Average Number 1n
' Engl ish Cl asses
l

t

3

8
g

Io
Il

12

13

Median 10

'
Average 22
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Table VIII shows the average class load of each teacher . The average number of students 1n each class rangos
from three to eighty. Nine of the teachers have l ess than
twenty students 1n their English classes . and four teachors
have an average of from thirty-eight to eighty students .

TABLE IX

Teacher
Number

'

- ..

SALARIES

T~ACtTERS '

ANlJUAL SALARY
' $1001 . oo- ..
' Above

'3501.00-' 67G . 00-' i801.00-' 976 . 00' 1675 . 00 ' eoo .oo ' 975.oo !;hooo.oo

1

.,

c!

I

'

I

1

4

1

I

b

I

I

{j

I

'

's

I

'I

'

l.O

I

'

.l.l
.le!

I

I

J

'

1 ..,

'

Total

'

I

. 1

-

'

'
I

I

I

'
'f

I

'
'

.

'
'

2

..

I

I

-

f

I

.

'

7

I

I

.'

. --

t

--

'

..

'

2

I

I

I

'

I

•
'

'r

I

t

'

I

1

l

Table IX shows the annual salaries of the teachers .
Two teachers receive an annual salary of from $501.00 to
.675 .oo . Seven teachers reco1 ve an annual salary 01· from
676 . 00 to

eoo .oo .

Two teachers' salaries arc from

to $975 . 00 . One teacher's salary is

976 . 00 to

801 . 00

t 1.ooo .oo ,

and one teacher ' s oalary is above $1001.00 annually.
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TABLE X
-- =c-

TEACHING EXPERIENCE -

' Teaching 'Number of v
' Expor1- ' at present ... Post
'ence
' Years
Teacher Number
'.'lears

;
3
I
s
'1
B
9

IU

i;
13

:' ~g IZ~ :
'
IZ:':!
: I52 :
I

g

'

20

,.I

3

'

I

22

: 1§28
I

'

:

~~
e
~

IZ2

I

I2

I
I
5

I g~

IZ~

Tabla X shows the teaching experience of each teacher . It al o includes the nUJ:1ber of yoers at the present

position . The exper1enco in yoars ranges from one-half to
t:enty-eight yen.rs . Seven of tho teachors have taught
less than ten years , and six have taught from ten to twenty-eight years . Ten of the teac~ers have been employed at
their present position~ less than ten years , nnd three

have been in the present position for ten to twenty years .
The Buildings and Grounds
The six buildings of the schools considered in this
study are al:l inadequate except one . These poorly constructed school buildings have from one to seven rooms in them .
There l s no separate room for an office or for chapel exercises . ,hen there is an assembly program, slide walls are
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pushed to one side , thus ma.king one large room out of two
smaller ones .

All grades go to assembly exercises at the

same time. The partitions bet~eon the rooms nre very shallow, and often the sounds in one room can easily be heard
in an adjoining classroom.
There are from two to four grades in one room, and in
one school there are nine grades sitting in the same room .
The problem of keeping up .interest from year to year must
boa grave one . The teacher is often interrupted by other
students 1n the room while she is trying to teach a class .
These buildings are all of frame structure .

The ono

adequately constructed building is a large three- story
brick building .

There are fire escapes and students are

taught how to leave the building 1n case

or

fire .

For each

half grade there is a separate room, and a home room teacher who advises the pupils from day to day . The cafotoria is
very s pacious and here students can purchase wholesome
lunches at a minimum cost .

The principal ' s office is

equipped with filing cabinets where all information of importance 1 s kept .

There is an efficient secretary who

keeps this information .
Tho grounds of all the school buildings . except one .
are largo enough .

The school with the crovrdod playground

is situated where there is very limited playground space .
Nono of the schools have adequate playground facilities .
There may be a football and a basket ball for those otudents

taking part in the sports of the school, but those persons
desiring recreation at recess periods must make it them-
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selves .

Instructors are often seen on tho playground but

very few are superv1s1ng·recrcat1on among the children.
Only three or these schools have shrubbery on the grounds ;
looking over the others , one gets the picture

or

n spacious

prairie , filled nith rocks and weeds .
The Equipment
The equipment , 11ko most of the buildings , is inadequate .

The teacher is coni.'ronted with many problems of in-

adequate equipment within her room.

Often tw~ students

must sit together 1n order to save space .

Most of the

teachers do not have adequate blacr.board space .

Tho

teachers' desks were often discarded tables with a covering
of pasteboard or linoleum.

Thero _was very little drawer

space, and since there was no office whore records could be
kept, t he teacher had to carry many important records home
or put them away in unlocked shelves or boxes .
Three of the teachers had no way of lighting the rooms
during dark days and the rooms have often become so dark
that classes had to be discontinued . The majority of the
schools are heated with wood or coal and often the fuel runs
lou during school hours . Very young boys are hired to keep the
fires and swoep the rooms , and many times there is no fire upon the teacher's arrival to school . In some instances , it 1s
the individual teacher ' s duty to get a fire and keep the
room clean .

Usually, she appoints different students to

perform these tasks . In only one school 1o there n janitor
on duty during the entire day. This particular building is
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heated with steam and 1a very well kept at all t1~es . Five
of the schools do not have indoor water fountainD or lavatories . Many of the outdoor toil ets a.re vory ragged and
unsanitary . Regardless of the weather , the student must go
outside .for his pepsonal needs .

Library end Textbook Facilities
All thirteen of the teachers have the regul ar books
adopted by the state for their r,articular Engl ish classes ,
but only three of them have adequate l ibrary facilities .
One tencher said that she did not p~ssess a l arge dictionary or an encyclopedia . Outside of the toxtbook , little or
no additional information can be given the student . There
are exercises in research which the student never gets to
do . Therefore, many students learn tho uso of tho library
only after they have entered coll ege . In eomo instunces
students buy books , but they can not supply the advantages
one would receive from a wel l equipped- library.
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CHAPTER III
THE ABILITI ES OF THE FRESHMEN AS REVEALED
BY PRLVIOUS TESTS
Many tests dee.ling with the background of the stud nts
onter1ng Freshman English at Prairie View have been made .
All these te~ts have shown that the majority of the students do not m~asure up to the standards of the average
student entering college as indicaced by the norms for the
tests .

Tho following data are a result·or information col-

lected from theses dealing directly with the stUdents '
background in Englinh .
An Analysis of Punctuation Errors or Three Hundred

Freshmen Students of Prairie View College, 1944- 1945 by
Beatrice Hogan Rendall shows that many students do not always use punctuation marks correctly .

A comparison of

schools recommended by the southern Aosoc1at1on of Colleges
and Secondary Schools with State Accredited Four Year High
Schools shows that students from the Stato accredited
schools made les~ than 8 punctuation errors , per ono thousand words written, as compared to the studenta from the
schools recommended by the southern Association who made
.

less than 9 punctuation errors per one thousand words .

1

Since the total number of errors wes about tho same , very
1 Beatr1ce

Hogan Randall~ An Annlys1s ·or Punctuation
Errors 0£ Three Htmdred Freshmen 8tudcnts
Prairie V!ow
col lege, !944-1945, p . 31 .

or
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little difference is indicated between tho abilities of the
students in the two groups so fpr ns use of punctuation
marks is concerned .

Errors were found involv1ng tho use of

the period, the comna , the semicolon, the colon, the question mark, the apostrophe , and the dash .

The typos of punc-

tuation error3 that most commonly appeared in the freshmen
stndents ' f'olders of 1944-1945 were 1n the use of tho comma , the apostrophe , and the period .
colon appeared next in difficulty.

The semicolon and
The question mark and

the hyphen were the l east difficult,. 1

On the whol e , how-

ever , studonts showed n fair knowl edge

of

tho use of punc-

tuation marks .
Tho StRtus of Reading Ability .Among Prairie View Colle~e Freshmen by Vittoria

c.

Blanks is an exploratory study

of 314 freshmen who took both semesters of Engli sh.
The study reveal s that the status of reading
ability among 1943- 44 Prairie View Freshmen is
extremely l ow when compared wit h the standardization group . Their ,rnakest point as sho\;n by
the analysis of the sub- tests , is abil ity t o.
comprehend the meaning of sentences . Tho
1943-44 Prairie Viow Freshmen stated that
throughout their school career , in general,
English was the course that required the most
rending and the course liked best . The Houston
Informer was the most widel y read newspaper ,
and tiio Negro D:t~ost the most Y1idoly known
Negro magazi ne . he headlines , front page and
war news iero the parts of the newspaper read
first , and the comic s were read second and third . 2

1

Ib1d ., P • C.49Blruve
.
~V'IT£"oria
, '11ho St atus o f nneadi w "bility
Among Prairie View Coll ego Freshmen, 1943-44 , p ~ 54-55 .
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TABLE XI
ERRORS

ADE BY 9 FRESHMEN INVOLVING THE PUNCTUATION
OF SENTEUCES

Student Mum.bar
1
2
3

Score !a.de
9

11

11
12
12
15
19
19

4

5
6

7

t
f

'

22

45

= Perfect

Percentage
1'1
24

24

26
26

33

42

48

Score

Median 12

Average 14

In September , 1945 , the Purdue Placement Teat 1n English

as given to more than seven hundred freshmen . 1:ine of

these students were graduates from the high schools in the
county chosen for this study . The scores made by these
nine students were on the average , like scores made by
studonts from all parts of the state and out- or- state students . Table XI shows the errors made by these students
involving the punctuation of rentences . Forty- five represents the highest possibl e score . The l owest score made
by t hese students ~as 9 , or 17 per cent ; the highest score

made waa 22, or 48 per cent . The median score ls 12 and
tho average 1s 14 .
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TABLE XII
ERRORS IlNOLVING THE STUDEllT' S KN011LEOOE 01" THE

PARTS OF SPEECH

Student Number

1

Scor e Made
3

'

Percentage
10

10
10. 3

3

t

4

f

5
7
7
7
8

4

5
6

7

8
0

'

Io.S
20

t
t

11

t

20
20
20

36

30 = Perfect Score

Average 6

Median?

Table XII shows the errors i nvolving the studonts '
kno~ledge of the parts of speech. The highest possible
score was 30 . The l owest s core made was 3 ; the highest
acore ma.de

as 11. The median was 7 , and the avorage vas

TABLE XIII
A

TEST INVOLVING THE RECOGNITION OF GRAMMATICAL
ERRORS IN SENTENCES

Student Number

I

~

3
~
~

b

'1

s
9

'

'

Scor e

'
f

'1
g
II

I~

I~

'

Ii

'

I8

I

I"I5

ade

'

Percent!Se

I

t

m~

~~

3S

~o

f
I

43

''
'

:JS

~s

50
60

30 = Perfec t Score

Median 13

Average 1 2 . 5

Table XIII shows the ab111t1os of tho students to
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recognize grrumnat1ca l errors in sentences . The perf ect
s core was 30 . The lowes -t score was '7 , and 18 ,·ms the hig'hest scoro . Only two pupils made a score of 1 5 and above ,
or fti'ty per cont . The modian was 13 , and the average was
12. 5.

TABLE XIV
A TEST I NVOLVING SENTENCE STRUCTURE

Student Number 1 Score Mnde 1 Percontagc

-----..,.4--=-,.;;..,;..;;:...::;.""'Iw3.;;..;;,;-'
g

t

0

t

30

'

40
46
50

12
14
15
15

30

So

'
30

= Perfect

56

66

Score

Median 14

Average 13

Table XIV shows the student~ • knovrledge- of :;entence

structure . Thirty \fas the per.feet score . The l owest score
made was 4 or 13 per cent ; the hig.½est score ms.de was 22
or 66 per cent . Only four studentc made fjft y per cont or
above . The med!an·scoro was 14 and the average score was 13.

TABLE XV
A

TEST INVOLVING THE STUDIDiT I S KNO.VLEDGE OF 10RDS
,orcent~o
~core Cac!e
Student '.Num'bor
i
~
I
s
'J
~
'
'
s
I
3
I3
s
ii
7
5
' IS

'

'

~

7

s
9

f

'

.7
sg

Io

IS
IS

~o

22

24
45 = Perrect s c ore
Median 7

Average 6

'l'able XV shows the student s ' knov,l edge of words . The

highest possible s c ore was 45 , but no student made more
than 22 per cent . The median score wa3 7, and tho average
s c ore was 6 .

TABLE XVI
AN EXERCISE I NVOLVnm ·rm: STUDENT ' s
.ABILI TY TO SPELL · CORRl!C'f'LY .: ... : ~ :: :

Student !1umber
1
~

3

'
r

~

5

,,

6

s
9

60

Scoro Made ' Percent a5e
16
26

2~
~~

~5

,''

29
~o
31
37
30

'

'

''

36

3S
:JI

~8

50
5G

SI

55

= Perroct Score

Median 29

Average 28

Table XVI indi cates the s t udent' s abil ity to spoll
correctly . The highest possibl e score was 60 . Sixteen was
the lowest scoi•e l?Ulde ; 39 was the highest scol"e made . No
student made a higher s c ore t han 65 per eent . The medi an

s core was 29 ; the average ~c ore was 28 .
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TABLE XVII
A

TEST INVOLVING coMPREHEnsioN IN RE.~Dn~a

Student Number

I

~

t

Score Made

I

3

;

5

~

"'I
b

9

I

'
I

'

2
'!

~
~

b
i;

s
s

E

t

'
'
'
'

Porcontage

13
~6
?26
2S
iIO

:(~

55

53
5~

15 = Perfect Score
!1ed1an 6

Average 5. 5

Table XVII shows the students • abilities to read with
comprohenalon . The highest possibl e score was 15. The lowest score made was 2 , or 13 per cent . The h1ghoat score
made was 8 or 53 per cent . Only three students made a
score of £1£ty per cent or above . The reading abil ity of
the students entering Prairie View from this county in
September , 1945, as indicated by the scores made on tests ,
was fnr below the average with only three of the students
making a score of fifty per cent .
In September , 1944 • all freshmen were given the QQ.:.
operative English Test , CoJ?Y 2 1 Form T.

This test contains

an oxercise in Reading Comprehensi on , litechan1cs of Expression, arid Effectiveness of Expression . Since this study is
conce ~ncd vith the abiliti es of the English t~ochers in a
Texa~J ct"•·nty, pnrticularly as they a ffect the background of

their students , the writer secured the nQJ!!es of ell freshmen ontoring Prairie View frorn this co1mty . Table XVIII
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TABLE XVIIl
SCORES MADE O l COOPERATIVE ENGLISH ~'EST l

Student Numbar

'

2

~core }lo.de

COPY 2 , FORU T
Percentot?e

15

3

t

t

54
42

42

!35

35

46

120 = Perfect Score
Average 32

Median 38

shows the scores mo.de by the six students ~ho entered
Prairie View in 1944 from this county . The highest possible ocore

as 120. The lcnJest score mado was 6 or 5 per

cent of the pt3:r.feot

core ; tile highest score made

\7as

55

or 46 per cent .
All the tests given have ahovm that the majority of
the :freshmen ontering Pra1r:2o Viov, do not measure up to
thu standnrdo

or

tbe average student entering colleges and

universities 1n general . These students have a poor background in English and it is reflected by the low scores
made on the entrance tests and previous studies made . Like
the majority of students onter:1ng Prairie View, the stu-

dents from this county are below tbe norm. Their low scores
-:made on entrance exarn1nat1ons indicate that they can not
read with comprehension and their knowledge of English
usage is very limited . They are on the average, ltke the
majority of students ontorlng Prairie View from all parts
of the stato and tho United states ; thoy have very poor
backgrounds in English.
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CHAPTER IV

REASONS FOR FAILURE IN t..CAD

IC ORK

The mere kn011ledge of the prevalonco or failure 1s
of little uso to tho personnel orker ; but f-am111nr1•
ty 1th ~OI!le or the collI!'.!lon causes or fn1luro 1a of
cons1d111rable value in selecting., orienting, and
guiding students . !be reasons for fa1l~re or high
school fAlPils given by teachers nnd pupilo are:
Lou mentality; leek of o.bllity

Poor atudy and rectllng hnb1ts
Innb111ty to concentrate
Slounoss or timidity ln ens~ering
Inauff1e1ent study
Insuf'flc1ent orfwt, lnzinoss
Lack or ho~o d1sc1pl1no , indifference or pnronto
Too rn::iny dates
Too many ahows ., parties , etc .
Too many oxtra- curriculurn activities
~oo much outside nork
Faulty scholnatio proparnt1on
Irregular school attendance
Poor ntt1tude or pupil, lock ot purpoDo or interest
Ji1sl1 re or subject
· ot1onnl rnetors--lach or oelt-re11snce , discouragement, and orr-y
Hoalth P!'Obloms
Dial1ko of teachore
Poor tonching
ultiplie1ty or subjects
Lack of prov1s1on for 1nd1v1dual d1fferenaoa . 1

any causes for the failure or high school students
nro g1von by Ruth Stx•nng, but since this stt1dy 1a connected.

~1th the attitudes , ob111t1es , end intercots

or

the English

toachere as they ni'toct tho background of their atudonta,
no time ~111 bo spont d13cuoa1D~ causes

or

failure except

thosa doaling TJ1.th bnckground . The background of the atu1 Ruth

Strong Personal Develoanont ond ~u1dance in
Collego and Secondary ~afiool, liarper clid Brothora, W3ts York,
193-4, p . 116.
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dent includes hia home environment and the conditions under which he receives his training . T'nese conditions include:

the classroom rnc1lit1es , desks , blackboards ,

library and textbooks , and such ether mattern as the preparation of tho teacher and her class l oad .
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSI S OF DATA
In the prepa-rnt1on of this thesis , the writer found

t he following situations or conditions that were connected
with the background of the Engl ish 3tudents in a Texas
county .
1 . Somo of tho Engl1sh teachers arc not adequatel y

prepared to toach English . Some are not college graduates

and _somo are not· Engl1sh majors .
2 . The English teachers have to teach subjects ot her

than English and their classes nre too large .

3 . Teachers stress other phases of English, whil e
grammar is neglected .

4 . Many of the schools do not have libraries . In other

cases, the libraries are inadeauate
.
. .
5 . Low salaries do not attract the best of teachers ,
or encourage high onthuaiasm and maximum effort on tho part
of those employed . Frequently also low paid toachera have
to divide their interests between achool work and part
tie jobs in order to bal anca thei r budgets .
6 . The hobbi es of the teachors suggest that oome are

not temperamentally suited for the effective teaching of
English.

Although this study invol ves only one Texas county,
I believe that they are co1m11on to moot school districts 1n
the states in tho United states where the la~ require~
separate schools for white and Negro chil dren . ~specially
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are tho schools poorly equipped and the aalnr1es inadequate 1n the rural communities . Segregated schools oro
very expensive to operate and often tho funds are too lou
to maintain good schools for either race . Under theso
conditions the Negro school al ways suffers most .
I. The Preparation of the Teache~
Having named tho differont problems which directly or
indirectl y affect the background of the students in this
county, the writer will consider first the preparation of
the teachers . The teacher plays an important rolo in tho
l ife of the child • whether competent or incompete~t , she
directly influences the background of her student .
Co~pared with teachers , such things as buildings ,
equipment and supplies , though they should never
be negl ected . are of secondary importance . It would
be better for students to attend school in hovels ,
granted that the hovel s were comfortable , safe
and sanitary, there to be instructed by competent
teachers . than to attend school in million dollar
pal4ces, there to be under the tutel age of persons
of inforior qualifications . 1
Hence the 1mportance· of the teacher cannot be overenphasized . The same opinion is expressed in the following
statements by different authors :
Tho effectiveness of the school must depend upon
the teachers ' knowledge, skill , and capacity to
,vork well \rl th others . Those who o.ro ignorant or
misinformed, and ,,ho do not comprehend the teaohi.ng
art constitute a heavy liability. Their influence on
children is costly. They are thom.solvos out of pl nce .•
1ward G. Reeder , Public School Adm1n1st~ation, Re-

vised and Enlarged Edition, New York, '!'lie flacmillan Company,
1 941, p . 1 5 .
•• • •
H

W

••

•

•

•

W

•

..

Amer1can Council On Education, Teachers For Our Times ,
Washington, D.c., p . 1 45.
8
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The three kinds of inadequacies that the English
teachers 1n this countv
~ seem t o b e suffering from are:
lack of professional trn1n1ng, lack of specialized training
in English, and inability to express themselves effectively.
1. Teachers Do Not Have Enough College Training

Let us first consider general professional training.
"A minimum of four years of college training 1s generally
advised for high school teachers . Teachers who got'twoyear cortif1caten often find little time to specialize in a
particular subject . n1

As time goes by, few teachers who do

not have college degrees will not be permitted to teacb 1n
high schools.
Ten years ngo 85 per cent of the high school
teachers in the United States were college
graduates . In 1942, five states and a largo
number of city school systems were refusing
to hire school teachers who had not received
one yenr beyond college graduation . a
The present tendency then is toward requ1r.1ng teachers to seek moro and more training . Reasons for this tendency are obvious . In the first place . modern methods in
education roquire authorities to know more . Moreover successful teaching demands a certain amount of intellectual
maturity . A person just a year or two removed from high
school is hardly old enough to guide and instruct future
citizens, but by the time a student completes one year beyond the undergraduate college degree he i s physically and

1 Reedor,

02 . cit . , p . 152.
Amer1can Council On Education, Teachers For OUr
Timos, ashington, D. c., 1944 , P • 12.
2
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men~ally mature; thererore , he is better prepared to teach
his pupils . 11th these standards in l!lind , let us examin~
the formal training received by the English teachers in
the county selected for this study . Three of the teachers
arc not college graduates ; they have·had only two years of
college training and are not prepared to teach high school
English. Four of the teachers have studied beyond the four
year college period . These teachers are at least trying to
prepare themselves to teach English effectively, but they
represent less than one third of the toachers 1n this study .
Compared with the four years college training required
of all high school teachers in the majority of the states ,

three of the teachers have only fifty per cent of the required training . Just as one cannot purchase as much flour
with fifty cents as he could with a dollar , a half prepared teacher cannot expect to get the same results as one
who 1s fully prepared . These teachers cannot be expected to
do effective work because they are not prepared. Even the
teachers with four years of training have not measured up
to the standards that educators are trying to set up . They
have only four - fifths of the desired amount of training .
2 . Teachers Should Be Specialists in Their Fields
Not only ahould English teachers have adequate formal
preparation but much of their training should be concentrated in the study of English. "Specialists in the v~~1ous
teaching areas shoul d be employed rather than ~o- call ed

' Jack or all trades . r n1
1 Reeder, op. cit ., p . 188.
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Teachers who have had little training experience in
academic subjects cannot be expected to teach those subjects effectively.
No ono doubtn the 1mportanco, in a teacher, of
specialized kno~lodge of the sort that is customarily thought of nhen the term subject matter !s used .
Pupils uant to know and to be able to do . Therefore ,
it is essential that they sho~ld have expert help in
satisfying their interests and inquiries . Well informed teachers arc ea1led for at all times . Tho
subjects of tho arts and letters , of the natural and
soc!&l sciences , and of philosophy all bear on the
needs of our children and of the teachers themselves .
Teachers need vital o.nd extended
instruction in the
subjects that they teach. 1
The obove statement further proves that teachers of
English ao ~ell as toochers of. other subjects must specialize in the subjects ~hich they are to teach.

Porsons

pursuing their majors in other fields obviously hnvo not
had enough training in English to assume the responsibilities of a high school English teacher . Tho English require-

ment for Prairie Vie~ students majoring 1n other subjects
is tuelvo hours, six

or

which are taken up by the elemen-

tary freshman course . Persons receiving a minimum of twelve
hours credit in FJlSlish certainly have not received enough
formal training to teach high school English.
Even though a teacher has received a dogree in English,
sho still needs more training in her special .field. A yoe:r
of advanced study boyond the undergraduate level, nllous
the teacher to devote all of her time to the study of her
major and m.1no~ subjects . After this year of trn1ning she
1 Amer1can

Council of F.ducation, op . cit., P• 163.
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is better acquainted with her subject matter and the methods of instructing her students .
Three of the teachers 1n the county are not English
majors . All three of these teachers majored in Education .
TT,o of them minored in English and one minored in Social
Sciences . These teachers are not prepared to teach English because they have not had the necessary training .
Eight of the teachers

ho majored in English have not

studied boyond the four-year college period . These eight
teachers, to, are probabl y not adequately prepared to
toach Eng lish because they have given only a m1nitnW!l
amount of time to specialization in English .
3 . English Teachers cannot Effectively Express
Themselves
Not only are there English teachers who have not received adequate formal training in English but some of them
cannot express themselves effectively . English teachers are
expected to be examples of both written and oral spoech if
they are to erfect1vely teach their pupils .
How much writing does the teacher of English do?
Perhapa not very much. For the boys and girls iho
do not know how to -write, the teacher is confronted 11th a tffofold task: eatablis~ing the
urge, and teaching them how to write .

The teacher must be able to make assignments ; she
must arouse within the pupil a desire to ~ant to write .

1E A cross
In High . School,

The

and Elizabeth Carney , Teachin~ E~lish
Macmillan Company, 1937, p. 89 .
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rlting must not be a task but a pleasure to the student .
After the desire to write has been accomplished , the
teacher must sh~w the student how to write . Since the
teacher is a guide , sho must direct every step until tho
pupil fully understands what is desired . Once the correct
methods are formed , the teacher will have little trouble
with the pupils ' written work .
"The moat important implement of language is the sentence . " 1

lb.ether written or oral , the student 1s expected

to use his English correctly . No one would think of an
English teacher trying to teach correct usage if she , hersolf could not spell , punctuate , capitalize , and write sentences correctly.
The thirteen teachers examined in this study were
asked throo diroct questions and were asked to tell why
they answered the questions as they did, so that a hint of
their ab111t1es to exp~ess themselves could be obta1.ncd .
Three of the English teachers expressed themselves in very

•

poor grammatical torms . The .following errors appeared on
the questionnaires that they filled out:

1 . The misspelling of words : carlessness for carelessness and Erat1ce for practice .
2 . The misuse of the word~ f o r ~ 3 . The grammatical error speak1 ng

II

corrcc t II fO r

11Jay JicJ(1.tr1ck, and Marietta est, ~ i s h Composition,
.American Bool' Company, New York, 1930, P• 45 .
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speQking COt'rectlv.

4 . Tho fn1luro to Plllletuate the contraction won' t .
TencheFs 1n tho county ~ho were not able to wr1tG correot sentoncos , will riot bo too much concerned obout the
sentences constituting paragraphs , l etters or themes wr1tton by their pupils . Thay 111 not take tho time to grade
ar1tten oss1gnmonts carefully; nor 11tll they be able to
explain tho 1essons cloarl y .
,i0t

only ffero tboro English teachers

wero obviously incorrect , but somo

juvenile

hose sontenees

or the tench.era :t,..ad

ays of expressing themselves . Tho ok1llod wPitor

muat avo1d the "pr1mer style"- -tbat is , a aeries

or

abort,

choppy sentencoo . Short , choppy oentences are not as orteet1vo as a group of ~entences containing o variety 1n length .

The En~l1sh teachers ahould be able to ~ite as

ell os

speok statement of varylnG lengths if they are to be c1a..~aed as skillt'a.l writers . Those teachers cannot sucoosef"nlly
teach their pupils the proper use of the centences according to rorm 1f they do not thoroughly know these torms
themselves . The variotion of sentences according to the
arrangement ot t10rds will holp tho young ttr1tor to deve1op

blo writing skill. Again t ho t eacher must bnvo a clear
knowledge of hor sentoncea acoording to nrrangomont o~ worda
1n order to successtully instruct her pupi ls . ~tone timo
sho

ill uso the natural order, at 0th.er times the

nverted .

The tenchtng of English requ1reD competent instructors
who aro prepared to teach high school boys and girls correct
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English usage . Even then the desired results are soldom
reached . These teachers who cannot express themselves correctly cannot serve as efficient guides to their pupils .
One who can not vrite short correct sentences can not be
expectod to convey intelligently the desired information
the students need to lmow. Although only three teachers

ma.do errors on their questionnaires , they teach many children and as time goes by many hundred children will be poorly informed . The little writing done on this 'questionnaire
is not sufficient t o indicate that all teachers who did not
make errors were adequate . I f the teachers had been required to write themes or l ong passages , a clearer picture or
their writing abilities would have been given . However,
there 1s no doubt as to the lack of ability of the teachers
who did not express themaelves 1n acceptable English; they
arc unprepared to serve as teachers of English. Neither are
those teachors who wrote short, choppy sentences and expressed their thoughts in vague fragments the most desirable 1nstructorn. Their writing skills ar'e too near those of their
pupils .
II . The Teaching Load
1. Teachers Hnve to Teach Subjects Other Than
English
Tc add to tho difficulties necessarily resulting from
their lacv of adequate preparation, teachers in this coun-

ty are required to teach many subjects besides English.
"In view of the fact that :most toacbcrs will secure their
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first positions in smal l high school s , they are required to
teuch 111 brood fields rather thtm 1n a limited field . n i
This is probably done to save money, but a teacher cannot
do her best work when she has to teach many different subjects . She 1s not prepared to teach many other subjects because a t eacher who receives even the first de~ee has not
had time to specialize in various fields .
The ten teachers 1n this county who are required to
teach subjects other than English have too many responsibilities and their interests are divided between the teaching of English and the teaching of l ess related subjects .
This custom of l etting the Engl ish teacher teach other
cours es is practiced more in the small secondary schools 1n
•
the county than in the l arger schools . However , no school
represented in this study 1s entirel y free from the charge
of d1versif1cot1on. Ton of these teachers teach from one to
eight other courses . 'Their interests are divided between
the teaching of English and the teaching of mathematics ,
history , geography, readin~ , spelling , heQlth, writing ,
civics, aud science . Not only do the teachers have to teach
many different subjects but they have to teach many differ-

ent grades . one teacher teaches first and second grade
children in tho mornings and high school English in the
afternoons . This teacher said that she was moro interested
1w1111em L. Wrinkle, The New Hi~h School In Tho Making,

American Book Company, New York , 193 , P • 290 .
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in primary

"Ot'k

than she was in the teaching of English.

Thus she cannot be expected to do a very offcct1vo job in
her high school

ork,because her interests arc not in the

teaching of Englist ; moreover, a teacher tonds to stress the
subject that she likes most . Seven of the ten teachers who
have to teach other courses are English majors . Although
they are prepared to teach English , they can not effectively
do so when their teaching l oad is so diversifle::l .

If we judge by the ideal situation where teachers are
allowed to teach only one special subject . ten of these

teachers are seriously handicapped . These ten teachers represent . seventy- six per cent of the English teachers 1n the
county who have to teach other courses besides English.
Only twenty-four per cont of these teachers measure up to
the standard.
2 . English Classes Are Too Large
Not only do the teachers in this county have to teach
subjects other than English, but many of their classes are

too largo . Even if these teachers taught only English, they
could not 0~et the des1rod results with too many pupils in a

class . Tho teacher is a h~an being who requires the same
favorable conditions as any other worker to got the best
results.
any oxperin:cnts have been made to try to determine the

desired number of pupiln in a given class . "Some school o~-toachcr ratios of 25:1; others of
ficials desire pup11
~~•1 n1
30 :l; still others , o f -.,~>• •

1Reeder, op . cit ., P • 1 21 .

All t~e ~chool accrAditing
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one1eo, such os the
d

orth Cent~nl Assoc1at1on

or

Col lcge3

econdary Schools , have rcgula~1ons on tho c!ze of the

claoses, end the total- profose!onnl lond of te cho " , nnd
they must be followed by ell l!M31'!1ber school . n1i recent 1n-

vest1gat1on sho s th t 1n cities

~r

2500 people nnd abovo,

the avoragc class o'ize 1n high achoo ls 1:i 30 pupils . " 1

specially 1s o snm.11 clna de lr ble for erreot1ve
in!ltruction in ngl!sh. In a omall cl ans the teacher can
devote more t1ce to the 1miv1dual probl ems

or her

She can dcvoto 1rn0re class por1odo to drills that

pup11a .

111 al-

lou 1t:div1dual participat ion rothor th.D.n too mnny loctures .
Obviously in h'nglish cle.soos , where n l o.rge nmount

t n

ork is required , the instruct or

or

wr1 t -

ho h3s small clossoa

111 hove .noro timo to dovote to curof'ul corrGct1on and
groding of pa ers than n teocher with l~~ge c l nsoes .
On tho other hnnd , teachers ffho have forty- five , sixty, end oven eighty pup11e 1n one English cl

o c nnot de-

vote enough tiir.o to 1ndiv1«:\Ual 1n truction nnd supervisi on
and r11ll re uce l'Jr!tten · ..ork to o cinlmum. These lo.r e

cln sos n1~e 1·ound 1n the high school 1n the county' s only

large clty--tho only accredited school in the county. lot
only doe

tho increasing .t'opulation 1n th1s c1tl'

tho closs load to r1 c , but etudenta from four

01~

c ~uso the
tno other

high schools in the county umw.lly complete thoir training
at th1e high school or leave the county.
1Re cnrch Bulletin or tho Netional Eduction
t1on, •arch, 1940, Vol . XVIII , P• 63.

ss ocio.-
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Using the auggoetod class size of 30 pupils as a standard, these teachers have to instruct too many pup11 3 • The
teacher with forty- five pupils has one and a-half times as
nw.ny pupils as she shoul d have ; the teacher with sixty

pupils has twice as mony puptls ; and the teacher \'11th eighty
pupils has two and two-thirds ti.mes as many pupi ls as she
should havo . Assuming that these teachers wore well prepared
and taught only English classes , thoy could not teach English effectively with 3uch large classes .
III . Teachers Stress Other Phases 0£ English While Grammar
1s lfoglccted

fot only are tho teachers' classes too l arge but many
of them emphasizo othor phases of English more than they do
grammar . "Grammar ls often referred to as the mechanics of
sentence structure . " 1

Tho abi l ity to use good English l s

an important quol1f1cnt1on for success 1n any u.ndortaking .
"Good Englioh means essentially clear and forcef\1 1 sentences, which arc gro.nmtaticall y constructed , nnd \Yh1ch , i f

written, are correct 1~ spelling , punctuation, and capitalizotion. ,isi

Feeling that aome phaseo of Englinh needed more stress
than other~, speciaJ attention was givon to the ratings of
course offering~ made by each teacher . Sixty- one per cent
of the tcacherz stross grammar abovo all other phases of
Engli 8 h . The remaining th1rty-n1ne per cont stress litera1 Roscoo Edward Parker, Tho Principles of Teaching
En~lish, Prenticn-Tall, L~c . , New York, 1~37, P• J54.
- • £McK1tr1ck and West, op . cit ., P • 1.
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ture , essay v,ri ting, debates, 01•a1 conversation, dramatics ,
and pablic speak ng . Each of these phases of Engli3h is important but they should not be placed abovo El'l..gliah grammar .
1 . Literature
Although literature should not be emphasiaed at the
expen3e of English grammar , it is an important aubjoct in
the high school curriculum.

If high ochool teachers thought of literature 1n
terms of life experiences to be made an integral
part of their pupil ' s life, a..~d if they were
generally interested in teaching the pupil both
to read for exact informati on and to read for
enjoyment , then the student would have an
excellent basis upon which to bulld . 1
The student must have the abil ity to find pleasuro in reading books by the better authors . He shoul d have u knowledge
of a few of the greatest authors , their l ives and works ,
nnd the

easons for their importance . He must also possess

the ability to interpret the thought or the author in the
light of his own experience .

1'he secret of successful literature teaching lies ,
as it hn.e o.lnaya lain, in the teacher ' s conccptiof
of literature as a part of the long record of mans
hopes and foars , and struggles , of his successes
or or'hia failures in overcom.1ng pbysicul difficulties and in buil ding up n social frame v:ork in
vrh1 ch to 11ve . a

1 Lueia

B. M1rr1elees , Teaching Composition and Literat ure, Harcour t , Brace annd Company, New York, 1937, p . 307.
-

2

Ibid ., p . 309 .
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2 . Essay Writing
Llko Literature , Essay ~rlting is nn important phase of

-

English in the high school . Although the English teacher
will find few puriils v,ho are endowed w1 th unusual vocabulary
or ability to rrrite , she mus t establish the urgo .
~any teachers complain because their students
do not ho.ve anything about which to \"lrito ,

ha.vo no ideas to express , and have no
voco.bularios in ".lhich to "1Vrap the puny 1
little shoots of thoughts they possess .

l1Uch depends upon tho teacher ' s ability to meet the pupils
on the co~on footing of interests in composition . She must

be concerned with their hopes, their idealn, their prejL•
dicos , their emotions , their manners ; in fact she io concerned with them a.s peopl e, younger but on the whole like
tho teacher . Tho thomos written by the pupils should first
of all be visible signs of careful forosight which they
practiced before the themas were written . In order to ~Tite
effective themes , the student must know and practice the
rules of' effective grammar .

3 . Debates
Just as Essay ¥rrit1ng requires clear thinking , so does
argument or debates . Students use argumentation constantly ;
they present reasons to their parents for doing something
in a certain way. On tho playground they use argumentation
when they try to inf'luence their playmates to play a particul ar game .
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In order to be convincing speakers the students
must lmow the methods used in argument . One method is
the prosentation of proof that convinces other
people and makes them act . Proof may consist of
explanation; that 1s comoar1sons . contrasts . specific
instances ; it may require description for full development ; it may even use narration to be convinc1ng. but always the purpose of proof is to convince . 1
If a s~udent is to successfully present his argument . he

must know how to express_his ideas intelligently .
4 . Conversation

Conversation is the oral interchange of ideas or sentiments between two or more persons . Each day the English
teachor and her pupils converse with one another . In an
attempt to explain certain points the teacher uses oral
conversation . Outside the schoolroom, at home , in the community, the teacher 1s constantly givlng _answers to some
one ' s how, why, or what .
Not only in one ' s immediate association, but in the
world at large one can observe the constant use of explanations . Here , again the imE,ortance of English in the work of
various people is observed . In order to be effective .
clearness must be the aim of all conversations . e

One must

know how to express himself clearly if he expects to gain
the attention of his listeners .
5 . Dramatics
The drama or the play has long furnished a part of
the subject matter of the literature class . Its
1
8

McI1tr1ck and West, op. cit . , p . 245 .
Ibid . , p . 110 .
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teaching has not been free from the faults which
have markec the instruction in the other usual
literary types . There bas been the srune ~mphasis of
a. few masterpieces, the same unwarranted assumption
of interest and understanding on the part of the
pupils, and tho semo unwillingness to accopt enjoyment as an end . 'the technique of the drama must
be moved to its story. The play was written to be
s poken and acted. Tho play is therefore 11koly to
demand a background of understanding which the
average student will not posses . Pupils compete
with each other for places in the class play end
enjoy the experience gained through tho participation in them. more and better uso ihould bo made of
the drama as a means of enjoyment . ·

All the above phases of English instruction are i mpor tant , but the students 1n this county should be taught
grammar thoroughly before too mueh emphasis 1s placed on
other phases of English . The positive answers given by the thirteen teachers in this study to the question:

ls the language

spoken by the students in the classroom d1ffei•ent from that

spoken on the pl ayground proves that the students 1n this
county are def1e1ent in English. They have not learned to
express themsel ves correctly at all times. Until the habit of
speaking correctly at all times becomes a part of the student~ ,
no phase of English should be stressed above English grammar .
Too , tho l ow scores on the grwmnatical tests made by the

students further proves that grarmar should head the English

teachers • 11st in this county .
I V. There Are Inadequate Or No Library Facilities
Since the library bears the same relation to English
teaching that the laboratory does to the teaching of chemistry,
1

Aubrey Douglas , <:>econdary Education , Houghton Mifflin
Co pany, Dallas , 1927, p . 516 .
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it is very necessary that all teachers have adequate libra-

ry fac111ties .
Only three of the English teachers in the county have

the aid of adequate library fsc111t1es . one of the remaining teachers has access to a poorly equipped library, and

the remaining eight teachers have no libraries at nll. The
eight teachers who have no libraries are seriously handicapped because they cannot give references and extra assignment material . The 11.mited knowledge in the textbook is
not sufficient for proper instruction and study. One teacher said that she did not have a large dictionary . Students
cannot increase their vocabulary if they do not have dictionaries 1n which to find the moaning of unfamiliar words.
Reading good books is a worthwhile activity, but the majority of the high school students do not read enough books
because they do not have the books at their disposal .
The library facilities in this county, then are far
bolow the desired library accomn:odations for pupils in any
well equipped school . Five of tho nix schools do not have
access to a library at all . Students in these schools do

not learn to use the library until they are seniors in
high school . If they finish high school where there is no

library, thoy learn the use of the librnry only af'ter they
have entered college.
V. Inadoquato Salaries Of The Teachers
The fifth problem which the English teachers face is

that of dividing their interests between the teaching of
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English and part - t i me j obs to balance their budgets , because their sal aries are inadequate .
Although t here are many exceptions to the rule ,
many more than there should be or need bo, it is
usual.l y true that the h i gher the salary the better
the qualification of the porson who reco1ves
the salary. · hen sel ecti on is made honestl y and
intelligentl y a salary of $2000 will purchase a
higher type or qual ificati on than a salary of
$1000 . In tho l ong run t he public secures approximatel y t he grade or ability and servi ce
for which it is will ing to pay . It can not
reasonabl y expect to purchase a $2000 grade of
ability and service wi th a 81000 salary . Teachers are 1.i ke others in their desire to earn as much
as possible . Thay require t he same noce3sities
and desire the same com.forts which other p ers ons
need and desir e . 1
The thirteen teachers included. in this study do not
receive adequate salaries . Their sal aries range from

501

to t 100 0 . 'l.'he majority of the teachers roceive from

801 to

$975 . Tho inadequate training of many of the English teachers may be a reason why they are content to raceivo such
l ow s alaries . Teachers with such littl e profession al tra ining m1'1.y not be underpaid , but the county is los ing money

and handic app ing many children ~hen they do not encourage
superior training in tho t eachers . If' higher salaries were
paid , I bcliove that teachors would be willing to prepare
themsel ves for . thei r Jobs . Inadequate compensation decreases
enthuo1asm; if teachers roceivod h1g11er wages they would
feel Qore enthusiastic toward their jobs

becaus e higher

salaries would make them financiall y oecure . Then they
coul d devote al.l of their time to the teaching p~ofessioo .

1

Reede~, op . cit ., p . 203 .
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vr .

The Hobbios Of the Teachers Indicate That Some Are Not
Temperamentally Suited For the Teaching of English

To add to the difficulty resulting fi>om their inadequate sal arios , some teachera 1n the county are not temperamentally suited for the teaching of English . Engl1~ teachers wbo pre.for dancing, card games , and sports to reading
·are engaging in rec~oational act1v1t1os that re£resb them

after toil, but these activities do not suggest the most
desirable typo pf person needed for the teaching of English .
The .function of leisure is refreshment and recre3t1on after toil . 1itbout training there is no guarantee that leisure will be used wisely . On the contrary ,
history showi:t that newly gained. l eisure is likely to
be abused . Some types of amusements re-create and
regenerate; nuch 1~ tho case :Lf the hobhies are
or a worthy nstur-e . So often hobbies are not
educational . A part of the problem of education
1·or worthy use or leisure is to train people that
they will substitute habits or hern:loss enjoyment
ror questionable or harmful. amusements; a bigger
problem 1s to train them that loisure .may be employed, not merely in wnys that are harmless ,
but in ways tb&t contribute to human betterment . 1

Many or the hobbies of the English teachers were means of
relaxation and enjoyment, but they did not contribute to
the betterment of their English atudents or the proressional
betterment of themselves .
The hobb1ea 1 1ked by the teachers in the county were
reading , dancing, movies, card games , sports, conversation,
music , and Chinese checkers .

1

Dougl as, op . cit . , p . 498.
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1. Reading

Rea.ding is a leisure tir-c activity that is enjoyable
and educational . Perhaps in no other single way could raore
be done toward actualizing the educaticnal end o:f uorthy
use of leisure ti~e than through i mprovement or taste in
curront literature . Toachern of English nnlSt roed good
literature i.f they expect to guido their pu,1ls tovrard the
proper selection o.f r ending rnateri!ll .
2 . Tho Moving Picture
Like reading, the moving pict,1re serves as a worth-

while lo1sure time activity . However , much valuable time
is wasted attending

11

second rateu pictures . Tho theater in

its various f'orms is, and will cc,1tlnuc to be one of t'1e
chief diversions of the American publlc . 1
3 . Outdoor Play and Sports
Many persons are employed in occupations ~hich keop
them indoors . Those people would pro:fit fro~ such types o:f
recreation ao outdoor play, sports and ~aJ.kinc, or hiking .
Seldom is a new :Jport begun after one reaches the adult
stage . Such ga.n:cs as tennis and •,valking trips a.re relaxing to adults who spend much of their tirne indoors . But
in order to keep monts.lly alert, the teacher must ::;pend
much of her tixle enriching herself profO$sionally .

1

Ib1d ., p . 516 .
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4. Social Diversions
Like outdoor play and sports , social diversions where
tho teachers can play games or listen to discussions and
exchange ideas are refreshing to the teachers af'ter a
day' s work . In "social diversions" people gather together
apparently for no other reason than to enjoy each other ' s
company . However close scrutiny of the ordinary social
gatherings reveals tho fact that the company has collected
for a particular purpose . It may be some form of entertainment or amusement , to listen to a discourse intended for
instruction, or for many other reasons . If one is to enjoy
such activity he must at l east be an intelligent listener,
if he is . to contribute to tho enjoyment of others he must

at least be able to carry on intelligent conversation without abuse or mental eonfusion . 1
A study of the hobbies of the English teachers in tho
selected county reveals that many of the activities engaged 1n are recreational but they are not educational . The
teacher 0£ English must read widely if she expects to increase her lmowl edge .

"The three elements of importance

to the English teacher are themselves , their books , thoir
pupils . " 2

Teachers who are poorl y prepared should spond

much of their leisure t1me reading , since reading broadens one ' s knowl edge . C~d games and Chinese Checkors are

entertaining and develop skill in playing games , but they
1

Ib1d ., pp . 520- 521 .
aborothy I . Mulgrave, ~f:ech For the Classroom Teacher.
Prentice Hall , Inc . ,- Uew Yor ~ 1941, p . 465 .
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do not develop one ' s skill in teaching English. Conversation that is wholesome will develop the English teacher's
ability to express herself . A teacher who does not like to
converse could not be expected to convey ideas intelligently to her class .
I have attempted to show that all the hobbies engaged
in are entertaining but since many of the teachers show
evidence of poor preparation , those leisure timo activities
which will increase their knowledge as English teachers
should be engaged in in preference to activities which
serve as entertainment only.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
This study has shami the nttitudos , ab111t1os , and
interests of thirtoen high school teachers in a certain
Texas county , particularly as they affect the .background
of th~ir students .

were school "A",

and schools

"Bri,

The schools represented 1n thia study

the only accroditod school in the county ,

"C",

'D",

"E" ,

and "F" .

The majority of tho E~l1sh teachers in tbe county

are responsible ton large extent £or the poor background
of their students .

Some or them may be suspected of in-

adequate proparation since they are not college graduates
\.....
or are not P.ngli3h majors . Their students have a poor
background in gra.:mnar , yet these teachers stress other

phases or English to the neglect of gramr.1ar .

Moreover ,

many of the teachers are not temperamentally su1ted to the
teaching of English, since they prefer dancing , card games
and similar forms of recreation, to reading and othor diversions or a moro intollectual or artistic nature .
Another difficulty is that the teachers have very
large classes and must teach other subjects besideo English. The low scores made by students entering Prairie View

for the school terms , 1944-1945 and 1 945-1 946 , from a Texas
county further prove that the background of these students
is poor .
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Tho writer fee l s that this study is inportant not only
to the superintendont , board of trustees , and English
teachers in this county, but to the mo.jority of counties
where separate schools are ·maintained for whito and Regro
children .
The problems of other counties are probably similar

to problems of the county used for ttis study .

Segregated

schools are expensive to operate ; therefore , school officials will tend to prefer teachers i~o can t each many subjects rather than specialists in one or
times an English major is hired ,

or

t\'10

.fie lds .

·some -

at other times a teach-

or in another field , but always she faces the problem

of

teaching other subjects be$1des tho one for which she is
specially tr~ined .

Considering the limited finance and

facilities of most segregated school di~tricts , it is only
natural that in these districts teachers who· could teach

ms.ny different subjects would be hired :in preference to a
specialist 1r. English.
A good foundat19n 1n Englioh 1s important to success

in college and to good citizenship in general . At home, on
the street , on the playground or athletic field , 1n club
meetings , and at dances and so~ial gatherings it i s ~ho
student ' s speech that largely determines his sense of ~uccess or failure .

During his years of ochooling , speech is

of ffl!!.jor importance .

High school students must possess a

fair knowledge of English if they expect to have success 1n
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their college classes, social groups , and various businoss
meetings thr oughout their lifetime.

~peech is the ~ost im-

portant single weapon for suceoss in school and out .
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vn

RECOMMENDATIO MS

In the light of the problems just presontod tha writer
is makiilfl the fo11owing recommendations • . English teachers
in this county mo.y improve themselves professionally by:
1 . Devoting more of their leisuro · tine to the reading

of good books .

2 . Asking t'or loaves of absence in order to complete
their college courses .

3 . Spending their su.mrner vacations in English workshops or taking advantages of other opportunities t'or _study.
4 . Specializing in English.

--

.

They may i r--J )rovo the background of their students by :

l . Becoming examples of good speech.
2. Showing the child that speech is a. true "nn1cat1on
of culturo ana background, end teechinL him so
that he will be inspired with a love of tho
beauty and tho sincere desire to spGo.k correct
English at all timcs . 1
3 . Recommending lectures to tho student that a.re stimulating and becom ng acquainted gith tho best
1n periodical literature , as well as the most
denirable fiction and non-fiction which m.1/dlt contribute to worthwhile leisure time activitios .
In short , the toachors must havo sufficient interests and drives of their ovm in order to
lead their pupils wisely. 2
The teachers may improve their working conditions by:
1 . Making tactful recommendations to the super1nten-
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dent and conmnm1ty uith regard to teaching load _ salary,
libfary, nnd textbook facilities, and general improvement
of the physical pl ants of their schools .

2 . Taking good care of what they have to make it last
l onger at maxi.mum efficiency .
5 . Instituting such repairs and improvements as they
can take care of without outside aid and ~1thout .further
reducing their incomes or interfering unduly with their

classwork .
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APPENDIX

QUF:STIOUN AIRE

A CO PARATI VE STUDY OF TliE ENGLI SH T"'~ACBERS
IN A TEXAS COUNTY

Return blank to Mrs . L. Boone , Box 493, McGregor , Texas .
Name and loce.t i on of School

Name of per3on rill ing out questionnaire
Position or titl e

--------- ---- --------

Age last birthd3y . Check· one of the following :

(UndPr t~enty ) , ( 20- 29 ) , ( 30- 39 ), 40-49 ) , ( 50- 59), (60 and
above ).

Number of children

----------------

Ilow l ong have you been employed in present position? _ _ __
How long have you been in tho teaching pro!'ession?
I . List tho courses whi ch are t aught by you .

Courses

' Of.fered for
rone Semest er' One y ea:r
t

'
f

'

'
'

'
'
'
'

Aut lior

'
'

'

Textbook used
Title

'
'
''
..
'

I I. Pl ease 1ndic~te your preparati on by fil l ing in the fo1 low1ng information:
Pl ace·
Name of institution
1.
2.
Major
___________ Mi nor
I I I . I ndicate your answers to the following i t ems by encir cling

Yes or No .
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A. Is the language spoken by ntudonts in tho classroom different from that spoken on the playground
Yes No
B. Are there English courses which you are not offering, but would lik e to offer?

Yes No

C.

Yes No

Do

you have adequate library facilities?

IV . Please give reasons for the answers in item
No . III .

A. Reason for answer to III-A?

B. Reason for answer to III- B?

C. Reason i'or ans·1Jer to I II- C?

V. List fields in which you now tench other than English.

VI . Check the group of figures that most closely represent
your annual salary .
( ~375 . 00- 500 . 00), ($676 . 00- $800 . 00), ( $501 . 00- 675 . 00 ),
( -801 . 00- $875 . 00) , ( 976 . 00- $1000 . 00), ($1000 . 00 and

above) .
VII . Using the numbers from 1 to 7 , cheek the following according to major emphasis:

() Literature

() Grammar

() Essay \vriting

() Oral conversation

() Debates

( ) Dramatics
() Public speaking

VIII . How do you like teaching English? Check only one of
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the following:
2 . I run ind1rrerent

1. I enjoy it
3 . I dlslil'O 1 t

IX . How many students do you have in eacb English Class?_

x.

List 1n order of preference your five favorite anrusements . (If some of your favorite amusements are not
lncluce~ among those given~ add them in the blanks
below) .
() Reading

() ~ports

() Dancing

( ) Conversation

() Hov1es

{ )

{) card games

{)

XI . Additional comments:
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